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ABOUT THIS SEMINAR

Solving the right business problem is absolutely crucial for software and product development. Therefore the
emphasis of this course is to show you how to work with your customers in a more Agile way to ensure that
you-and they-discover the right problem. In short, we show you how the Business Analyst is crucial to good
Agile development, and how you become a valued member of the Agile team.  

This workshop shows you how to:

• Understand and solve your customer’s real business problem
• Be more responsive to your customers and their real work
• Discover the capabilities of your customers and design better solutions for them
• Work in an Agile and Iterative manner with your customers 
• Work in synchronisation with the Agile development team 
• Communicate more precisely with the developers by writing the right stories

WHAT YOU WE LEARN

This course gives you a different approach to Business Analysis. This one provides a Business Analysis fra-
mework that works regardless of whether you are part of an Agile environment and need to provide stories for
iterative development, or whether you are in a traditional environment and need to produce a requirements
specification suitable for more formalised environments and outsourcing.

You learn how to:

• Find the customer (or user) segments, and determine which of them yields the best, and the earliest value
• Use safe-to-fail probes to ensure that a candidate solution solves the right problem and delivers the right va-
lue 

• Deploy an Iterative approach to discovering the real problem, and progressively feed the right stories to the 
delivery activity 

• Understand that by discovering the right needs and solving the right problem, you deliver real value to your 
customer and your sponsor

• Do Business Analysis more quickly and effectively 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

Business Analysis is a skill that should be present in all development efforts, and in day-to-day organisational
tasks. The skill is usually, but not necessarily, associated with job titles such as:

• Business Analyst 
• Product Owner 
• Agile Team Member 
• Systems Analyst 
• Requirements Engineer 
• Product or Program Manager, or similar. 

We also find Business Stakeholders, Users, Software Customers, Testers benefit from learning advanced Bu-
siness Analysis techniques, and how they can contribute to the organisation’s wellbeing.



  

 WHAT YOU WE LEARN

The Business Analysts work closely with the customers to establish their work and its needs, and to ensure that
the real business problem-it’s not always obvious, and not always what is said-is clearly understood by every-
body. 

To uncover the problem, the Agile business analyst uses multiple candidate solutions to probe the customers,
their objectives and their values. Candidate solutions are the preferred way of working as they have shown
themselves to be extremely effective at prompting customers to reveal their real problems and underlying
needs. 

Business Analysts use a story map to communicate the requirements for the solution to the developers. This
means that the analysts and the developers work together iteratively and incrementally. The analysts are ad-
ding stories about the needs of the solution and the customers as the developers enhance and retrieve the sto-
ries in time for each development cycle. With co-ordination from the product owner, the analysts and the deve-
lopers synchronise their efforts so Business Analysis results are delivered just in time for the next development
cycle. 

The emphasis throughout is on close collaboration, and a relentless focus on solving the right problem. 

Along with the seminar materials, delegates will receive a free copy of ebook “Business Analy-
sis Agility" by Suzanne and James Robertson in ebook format.



OUTLINE

1. Agile Business Analysis 

The opening section presents a framework for disco-
vering the customers and their needs, for finding so-
lutions and evaluating them, designing the business
solution and getting it built. It looks at how Business
Analysis integrates with either agile or traditional de-
velopment.

2. Do You Know What Your Customers Value?

How to identify and prioritise customer segments. For
the highest priority segments, you determine value
propositions that set down what you must deliver to
satisfy the customers’ business needs. This value
proposition is the foundation for solving the problem. 

3. Are You Solving the Right Problem? 

You and your customers generate candidate solu-
tions. Then to prove that a candidate is solving the ri-
ght problem, it is the subject of a safe-to-fail probe.
This is a quick, cheap experiment to determine the
viability, the suitability and the outcome of a solution.
Most importantly, you ensure the candidate solves
the right problem and fulfils the right need.  

4. Investigate the Solution Space 

The solution space includes the people, software and
devices used to meet the needs of the customer seg-
ments. You investigate this space by looking at the
necessary business processes and data. 

5. Designing the Solution

Here you form the business solution to make it usable
and convenient. The designing Business Analyst
uses elements of the problem, the desired impact of
the solution, the behaviour of the target customer
segments, and the value proposition to craft the best
possible solution. 

6. Writing the Right Stories

Stories are fundamental to most Agile development.
However, if they are to be useful, the stories must be
the right stories. This section gives you an approach
to writing the right stories, ones that address the real
customer problems. We also show you how story
maps give you a more descriptive and usable back-
log. Story maps are the ideal repository for the infor-
mation you are discovering, and the stories needed
for the development cycles.  

7. Jack Be Nimble, Jack Be Quick 

This section reviews the course, shows how the Busi-
ness Analysis activites are overlapping and itertive,
discusses other aspects of Business Analyis,  and
shows you how by being agile, business analysis can
be done quickly and effectively. 
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If registered participants are unable to attend,
or in case of cancellation of the seminar, the
general conditions mentioned before are
applicable.
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✂

Send your registration form
with the receipt of the payment to:
Technology Transfer S.r.l.
Piazza Cavour, 3 - 00193 Rome (Italy)
Tel. +39-06-6832227 - Fax +39-06-6871102
info@technologytransfer.it
www.technologytransfer.it

Stamp and signature

INFORMATION

PARTICIPATION FEE

e 1100

The fee includes all seminar
documentation.

SEMINAR TIMETABLE

9.30 am - 1.00 pm
2.00 pm - 5.00 pm

HOW TO REGISTER

You must send the registration form with
the receipt of the payment to:
email: info@technologytransfer.it

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER S.r.l.
Piazza Cavour, 3 - 00193 Rome (Italy) 

PAYMENT

Wire transfer to:
Technology Transfer S.r.l.
Banca: Cariparma
Agenzia 1 di Roma
IBAN Code: 
IT 03 W 06230 03202 000057031348
BIC/SWIFT: CRPPIT2P546

GENERAL CONDITIONS

DISCOUNT

The participants who will register 30 days
before the seminar are entitled to a 5%
discount.
If a company registers 5 participants to the
same seminar, it will pay only for 4.
Those who benefit of this discount are not
entitled to other discounts for the same
seminar.

CANCELLATION POLICY

A full refund is given for any cancellation
received more than 15 days before the
seminar starts. Cancellations less than
15 days prior the event are liable for 50%
of the fee. Cancellations less than one
week prior to the event date will be liable
for the full fee.

CANCELLATION LIABILITY

In the case of cancellation of an event for
any reason, Technology Transfer’s
liability is limited to the return of the
registration fee only.



SPEAKER

James Robertson is a consultant, teacher, author, project leader whose area of concern is the require-
ments for products, and the contribution that good requirements make to successful projects. His work
in the area of business analysis and requirements gathering is valued by clients around the world.  He is
co-author of Mastering the Requirements Process, (Addison-Wesley 2012), Requirements-Led Pro-
ject Management (Addison-Wesley 2005), Adrenaline Junkies and Template Zombies (Dorset House,
2008) and the Volere techniques for requirements. He is also a founder of The Atlantic Systems Guild, a
think tank known for its innovative systems engineering techniques.


